The Cleaner (Jonathan Quinn)

Meet Jonathan Quinn: a freelance operative with a take-no-prisoners style and the heart of a
loner. His job? Professional â€œcleaner.â€• Nothing too violent, just disposing of bodies,
doing a little cleanup if necessary.Â But in Brett Battlesâ€™s electrifying debut novel,
Quinnâ€™s latest assignment will change everything, igniting a harrowing journey of
violence, betrayal, and revenge.The job seemed simple enough: investigating a suspicious case
of arson. But when a dead body turns up where it doesnâ€™t belongâ€“and Quinnâ€™s
handlers at â€œthe Officeâ€• turn strangely silentâ€“he knows heâ€™s in over his
head.Â With only a handful of clues, Quinn scrambles for cover, struggling to find out why
someone wants him dead ... and if itâ€™s linked to a larger attempt to wipe out the Office.
The CleanerQuinnâ€™s only hope may be Orlando, a woman from his past whoâ€™s
reluctant to help but who may hold the key to solving the case.Â Suddenly the two are prying
into old crimes, crisscrossing continents, struggling to stay alive long enough to unbury the
truth.Â But as the hunt intensifies, Quinn is stunned by what he uncovers: a chilling secret ...
and a brilliantly orchestrated conspiracyâ€“with an almost unimaginable goal.Furiously paced,
filled with superbly drawn characters and pitch-perfect dialogue, The Cleaner puts a powerful
twist on all our expectations as it confirms Brett Battlesâ€™s place as one of the most exciting
new talents in suspense fiction today.From the Hardcover edition.
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Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Displaying an enviable gift for pacing and action,
Battles's debut novel is a page-turner that may remind some. Meet Jonathan Quinn: a freelance
operative with a take-no-prisoners style and the heart of a loner. His job? Professional
â€œcleaner.â€• Nothing too violent, just.
The Cleaner. Book 1. Jonathan Quinn is a professional cleaner. His job? Nothing too violent,
just disposing of bodies, doing a little cleanup if necessary. Professional â€œcleanerâ€•
Jonathan Quinn has a new client and an odd job: find and remove the remains of a body
hidden twenty years ago inside the walls of a.
Jonathan Quinn is a freelance cleaner . As defined in the series, this is a person who will
inspect a clandestine meeting spot to make sure it is safe, or will plant.
Brett Battles is an American author from Los Angeles, California. Contents. 1 Publishing
History; 2 Bibliography. Jonathan Quinn Series; Logan Harper Thrillers; Project Eden Brett
Battles' first novel, The Cleaner (), introduced recurring character Jonathan Quinn, freelance
intelligence operative. Complete order of Jonathan Quinn books in Publication Order and
Chronological Order. What will become of he who is known only as the cleaner?. Get the
Audible Audio Editions of the Jonathan Quinn series from the The day will come when he's
one of the best cleaners in the business, a man skilled at. The Jonathan Quinn book series by
Brett Battles includes books The Cleaner, The Deceived, Shadow of Betrayal, and several
more. See the complete Jonathan.
Ostensibly a cleaner , a person who disposes of bodies for criminals, Jonathan Quinn (not his
real name) is more of a freelance intelligence operative with a. Meet Jonathan Quinn: a
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freelance operative with a take-no-prisoners style and the heart of a loner. His job?
Professional â€œcleaner.â€• Nothing too.
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